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Best Practices – Expense Configuration 

Section 1:  Permissions 

A company administrator may or may not have the correct permissions to use this 

feature. The administrator may have limited permissions, for example, they can 

affect only certain groups and/or use only certain options (view but not create or 

edit).  

If a company administrator needs to use this feature and does not have the proper 

permissions, they should contact the company's Concur administrator. 

In addition, the administrator should be aware that some of the tasks described in 

this guide can be completed only by Concur. In this case, the client must initiate a 

service request with Concur Client Support.  

Section 2:  About this Guide 

The information in this guide applies to Professional Edition and Standard Edition. 

Notes are provided in those cases where they differ. Configuration information is 

provided for both editions.  

Section 3:  Overview 

To get the greatest value from your Concur Analysis/Intelligence application, several 

configuration options (generally mapping and matching processes) must be properly 

enabled/completed. As noted throughout this guide, some of the options are 

configurable by client administrators but most must be completed by Concur 

Implementation or Concur Client Support. 

The first step is to review and confirm that the required mapping and matchings 

processes have been completed for your company. To do so, contact Concur Client 

Support for assistance. Then, coordinate with Concur to make any required changes. 

Section 4:  Required Configuration Steps 

The following required configuration options ensure archival of the most appropriate 

data used in your Analysis/Intelligence reports.  

• Part 1: Map expense types to spend categories 

• Part 2: Map expense types to travel reservation (trip) types 

• Part 3: Enable travel-related options:  

 Allow Import Bookings 

 Allow Pre-Expense Airfare 
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• Part 4: Enable the Allow users to combine expense into a single merged 

expense site setting 

• Part 5: Map expense types to match categories  

Part 1: Map Expense Types to Spend Categories 

Overview 

The way in which customers report on spend varies from one company to the next. 

In order to meet the needs of all our customers, the expense types are highly 

configurable: you can create a customized expense type or rename one to meet your 

company's needs. For example, you might want to classify or name your airfare-

related expenses Air, Air Taxes, and Air Fees. Another customer may choose Airfare, 

Airfare Taxes, or Airfare Fees. Yet a third customer may choose Flight for all airfare-

related expenses.  

In Expense, customers are able to create an almost unlimited number of 

customizable expense types that properly reflect the complexity of their business 

operations. In addition to expense types, Analysis/Intelligence also has spend 

categories. Other than reports such as "Expense Entry Analysis Details (grouped by 

Expense Type)" that are designed specifically to report on expense types, 

Analysis/Intelligence employs a best practice of using spend categories when 

reporting on aggregated spend.  

When expense types are mapped to these spend categories, the result of the 

mapping is effectively "grouping" similar expenses. For example, several air-related 

expense types can all be mapped to the spend category named Airfare, if desired.  

Mapping to a smaller set of well accepted, well recognized spend categories provides 

valuable benefits: 

• Report users will get a better overall feel for actual spend if viewing a larger 

pool of related expenses than if viewing many small pools of individual 

expenses. For example, the picture is clearer if all air-related expenses are 

totaled than if they appear as three or four smaller amounts. 

• Performance is greatly enhanced using several categories instead of many 

expense types. 

CATEGORIES 

The Spend Category associated with each expense type determines which reporting 

category the expenses of that type fall under. When running reports that aggregate 

expenses by type, the Spend Category determines which type of spend the expense 

type will be associated with. Some spend categories are also associated with UI 

behavior, which determines whether the expense type has special presentation 

handling. Certain spend categories are used with Travel Allowance or mileage 

entries, which must collect and display the appropriate fields to the user. Reporting 

Categories were used in older versions of reports in Cognos and are mapped to the 

Spend Categories to maintain the original expense type mapping.  
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The Spend Category Code column displays the spend category code associated with 

the spend category. The codes are used for the expense types import. The 

Recommended Use column indicates which product Concur recommends the spend 

category be used with. 

There are 106 spend categories spread out over 50 spend category codes that are 

shared between Expense and Invoice. Please refer to Spend Category section in the 

Expense: Expense Type Setup Guide for a comprehensive explanation of which 

Spend Categories should be used for mapping of expense types. Shown below is an 

example of the Spend Categories table: 

 

Spend Category 

Spend 
Category 

Code 

Recommended 
Use 

Description 

Company Car - Fixed 

Expense 
 

Reporting Category: 
Company Car 

 
Special Handling: 
Standard 

COCAR Expense Use this spend category for 

expense types where you 
want your users to enter a 
fixed expense amount in the 
user interface. The expense 
amount is independent of the 
distance. 

NOTE: For Invoice users, SAP 
Concur recommends using the 
Car Related spend category. 

Company Car - Mileage 
Reimbursement 

 

Reporting Category: 
Company Car 
 
Special Handling: 

Company Car 

COCRM Expense Use this spend category for 
expense types where you 

want your users to enter a 

distance in the user interface. 
The system calculates the 
expense amount using this 
distance. 

NOTE: For Invoice users, SAP 
Concur recommends using the 
Car Related spend category. 

Computer  
 

Reporting Category: 
Computer 
 
Special Handling: 
Standard 

COMPU Invoice and 
Expense 

Use this for IT services, 
software expenses, and 
computers. 

 

The following are examples of mapping expense types to spend categories. 

• Single expense type mapped to a spend category: 

 

Expense type Spend category 

Car Rental Car Rental 

Train Train 
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• Multiple expense types mapped to a spend category: 

 

Expense type Spend category 

Airfare, Airfare Ticket Tax Airfare 

Taxi, Tolls Ground Transportation 

IMPORTANT! – A NOTE OF CAUTION 

While it is important to map expense types to spend categories, it is equally 

important to carefully evaluate the mapping – consider which spend category is best 

for each expense type. In a recent analysis of all Concur customer databases, we 

noted the following patterns all of which have a negative impact on the accuracy in 

reporting. 

• No Mapping: When expense types are not mapped to a spend category, you 

may see the following when you run a report. 

 Department Manager Dashboard, Spend Tab: Amounts for Average 

Spend Categories show as $0. 

 Invisible Spend/TripLink Reports: 100% invisible spend 

NOTE: For Standard Edition, mapping is required; leaving the field blank is 

not an option. 

• Incorrect Categorization: An example of incorrect categorization is 

mapping an expense type such as Airfare – Domestic and Airfare – 

International to the Car Rental spend category. The impact of incorrect 

categorization is inaccurate spend reporting for each of the spend categories 

affected by the incorrect categorization. 

• Overuse of Other: This is probably the most common error with mapping 

expense types to spend categories. The use of the Other spend category 

should be limited as much as possible. Do not use it as the default category; 

do not use it for expense types that are important to your organization.  

! IMPORTANT: In each situation where mapping is not precise, there is the 

chance that your reports will not accurately reflect the total spend for any given 

spend category, or that no data is returned on the report.  

Configuration – Professional Edition 

REQUIRED PERMISSIONS 

Use the Expense Types feature in Expense Admin to complete this task. You must 

have the Expense Configuration Administrator role (not the restricted role). If your 

role does not allow access to Expense Types, contact Concur Support for assistance.  
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CONFIGURATION 

 To map expense types to spend categories: 

1. Click Administration > Expense > Expense Types (left menu). 

2. Click the Expense Types tab.  

 

3. Make the desired spend category choices. 

 Refer to the Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for more 

information. 
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Configuration – Standard Edition 

REQUIRED PERMISSIONS 

Complete this task in Product Settings.  

CONFIGURATION 

 To map expense types to spend categories: 

1. Open Product Settings (Administration > Expense Settings or Expense & 

Invoice Settings). 

2. In the Product list, click Expense.  

3. In the Capturing Spend section, click Expense Types for Expenses. 

4. On the Expense - Expense Types page, click the Expense Types tab.  

 

5. Make the desired spend category choices in the Category column. 

 Refer to the Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for Concur Standard 

Edition for more information. 

Part 2: Map Expense Types to Travel Reservation (Trip) Types 

Overview 

When a trip is booked in Concur Travel, the traveler can click a link in Travel to 

create a pre-populated expense report with trip data, such as airfare, car rental, and 

lodging expenses. However, the travel reservation (trip segment) types must be 

mapped to the expense types in order to properly populate the expense report with 

the trip data. Default mappings are set at the time of implementation. If, however, a 

client removes a mapping, then automatically creating an expense report with trip 

data will be inaccurate or impossible. 
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Configuration – Professional Edition 

REQUIRED PERMISSIONS 

Use the Policies feature in Expense Admin to complete this task. You must have the 

Expense Configuration Administrator role (not the restricted role). If your role does 

not allow access to Policies, contact Concur Support for assistance.   

CONFIGURATION 

 To map expense types to travel reservation types: 

1. Click Administration > Expense > Policies (left menu). 

2. Click the desired policy. 

3. Click the Expense Types button.  

 

4. On the Modify Policy page, click Travel Reservation Type Mapping. 
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The Reservation to Expense Type Mapping window appears. 

 

5. Make the desired choices. 

 Refer to the Expense: Policies Setup Guide for more information. 

Configuration – Standard Edition 

REQUIRED PERMISSIONS 

Complete this task in Product Settings.   

NOTE: The Trip Mappings tab shown below appears only if TripLink and/or Travel is 

enabled.  

CONFIGURATION 

 To map expense types to trip types: 

1. Open Product Settings (Administration > Expense Settings or Expense & 

Invoice Settings). 

2. In the Product list, click Expense.  

3. In the Capturing Spend section, click Expense Types for Expenses. 
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4. On the Expense - Expense Types page, click the Trip Mappings tab.   

 

5. On the Trip Mappings page, make the desired choices in the Expense Type 

column. 

 Refer to the Expense: Expense Types Setup Guide for Concur Standard 

Edition for more information. 

Part 3: Enable Travel-Related Options 

Overview 

The following settings must be enabled to ensure proper reporting.  

• Allow Import Bookings 

• Allow Pre-Expense Airfare 

Configuration – Professional and Standard Edition 

Contact Concur for assistance. These setting are available – to Concur only – in the 

hosted console, on the Travel Integration page. 

Part 4: Enable Site Setting 

Overview 

The site setting described here allows users to manually merge expenses. 

NOTE: This setting is available for Professional Edition only. For Standard Edition, 

this setting is OFF by default and is not available for change. 
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Configuration – Professional Edition 

REQUIRED PERMISSIONS 

Use the Site Settings feature in Expense Admin to complete this task. You must have 

the Expense Configuration Administrator role (not the restricted role) or the Expense 

Configuration Administrator (restricted) role. If your role does not allow access to 

Site Settings, contact Concur Support for assistance. 

CONFIGURATION 

 To enable the site setting: 

1. Click Administration > Expense > Site Settings (left menu). 

 

2. Select (enable) the Allow users to combine expense into a single 

merged expense check box. 

 Refer to the Expense: Site Settings Setup Guide for more information. 

Part 5: Map Expense Types to Match Categories  

Overview 

Transactional data is stored in two different databases: the Expense database and 

the Travel database. In order to report on leakage or invisible spend, it is necessary 

to match data from each database to each other – to ensure that all appropriate data 

is properly archived to the Reporting database and, thus, available for Analysis/ 

Intelligence reports. 

NOTE: For Standard Edition, the ability to match categories is available only for 

Intelligence (not Analysis) and only if integrated with Travel (not just 

TripLink).  
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SMART EXPENSE MATCHING 

The Smart Expense Matching feature in Concur Expense helps users to match various 

items, like card transactions, trip data, and mobile data, when completing an 

expense report. For the purpose of this guide, the focus is trip data. This matching 

process uses an approach based on scoring and looks at the following fields: 

Amounts, Dates, Expense Types, Ticket, Vendor, and MCC. 

The travel transactions included in this matching are Air, Rail, Car, Hotel, Limo, Taxi, 

and Parking. Once there is a match, that data is stored in the Expense database and 

then archived into the Reporting database on a nightly basis. 

MATCH CATEGORIES MATCHING 

Automatic mapping of standard expense types and travel bookings occurs nightly 

during the archive of Expense and Travel data into the Reporting database.  

However, if a user declines to accept the smart match while creating the expense 

reports, some of the expense entries and card transactions remained unmatched. 

When there is not a smart expense match of the data, the system attempts another 

match using match categories. 

A match category is a collection of expense types (both standard expense types and 

custom expense types) that are matched to travel bookings to identify invisible 

spend (booking leakage) for a client. 

There are eight match categories: 

• Air Ticket: This match category should contain expense types related to the 

purchase of an airline ticket. It should be limited to the actual ticket purchase 

and should not include expense types related to airline fees or ancillary 

charges. 

• Breakfast: Many clients have negotiated free breakfast as part of the room 

cost. This match category should contain expense types where breakfast is a 

sub-entry of a hotel entry. This will allow Analysis/Intelligence to identify 

instances where a breakfast charge has been included, even though it should 

be free of charge. 

• Car Amount: This match category should contain expense types related to 

car rental. It should be limited to the actual car rental purchase and should 

not include expense types related to mileage or add-ons like GPS.  

• Hotel Room Amount: This match category should contain expense types 

related to a hotel room purchase. It should be limited to the actual hotel room 

purchase and should not include expense types related to hotel taxes or in-

room charges. 

• Hotel Tax Amount: This match category should contain expense types 

related to hotel room taxes. By identifying all hotel tax expense types, 

Analysis/Intelligence can better compare the hotel room amount (from 

Expense) with the hotel booked amount (from Travel) to accurately identify 

booking leakage. 
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• Internet: Many clients have negotiated free Internet access as part of the 

room cost. This match category should contain expense types where Internet 

access is a sub-entry of a hotel entry. This will allow Analysis/Intelligence to 

identify instances where an Internet access charge has been included, even 

though it should be free of charge. 

• Parking: Many clients have negotiated free parking as part of the room cost. 

This match category should contain expense types where parking is a sub-

entry of a hotel entry. This will allow Analysis/Intelligence to identify 

instances where a parking charge has been included, even though it should 

be free of charge. 

• None: This is the default match code for all custom expense types. If a 

custom expense type does not fit into one of the above categories, leave it as 

None. 

The following is an example of how match categories work with expense types.  

The customer has two air-specific expense types: the standard expense type Airfare 

and a custom expense type Executive Air Travel. By default, the Reporting archive 

attempts to match only the standard Airfare expenses to booked trips. However, 

mapping the custom expense type Executive Air Travel to the Air Ticket match 

category allows evaluation of both expense types when trying to identify a match. 

Assigning a custom expense type to a match category is required to achieve the 

greatest accuracy in reporting. This is especially true for clients who have many 

custom expense types. Here is an example showing how Airfare and Airfare 

Executive expense types mapped to the Air Ticket match category. 

 

NOTE: This screen sample is from Professional Edition. Standard Edition is similar, as 

shown below. 
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Configuration – Professional Edition 

Changes made to match categories become effective after the reporting archive has 

run (overnight). 

REQUIRED PERMISSIONS  

Use the Reporting Configuration feature in Expense Admin to complete this task. You 

must have the Expense Configuration Administrator role (not the restricted role) or 

the Expense Configuration Administrator (restricted) role. If your role does not allow 

access to Reporting Configuration, contact Concur Support for assistance. 

CONFIGURATION 

 To map expense types to match categories: 

1. Click Administration > Expense > Reporting Configuration (left menu). 

2. Click the Match Category tab.  

 

3. Make the desired choices. 

 Refer to the Shared: Reporting Configuration Setup Guide for more 

information. 

Configuration – Standard Edition 

REQUIRED PERMISSIONS 

Complete this task in Product Settings.  

NOTE: The Match Category tab shown below appears only if Intelligence and 

Travel are enabled.  
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CONFIGURATION 

 To map expense types to match categories: 

1. Open Product Settings (Administration > Expense Settings or Expense & 

Invoice Settings). 

2. In the Product list, click Expense.  

3. In the Monitoring Spend section, click Show [#] Advanced Settings. 

4. Click Reporting. 

5. On the Reporting Configuration page, click the Match Category tab.   

 

6. Make the desired match category choices. 

 Refer to the Shared: Reporting Configuration Setup Guide for Concur 

Standard Edition for more information. 

Section 5:  Invisible Spend Reports 

Concur TripLink captures data from flights, hotels, car, and train providers – no 

matter where travel is booked. The Invisible Spend Trend Analysis report and 

Invisible Spends Details report provide access to that data. Benefits of using these 

reports include: 

• Creating a more complete picture of T&E spend 

• Assisting in negotiating better rates with vendors 

• Better management of T&E spend to budget 

• Improving fulfillment of Duty of Care responsibilities 
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As with any other Travel report, accuracy in the Invisible Spend Trend Analysis and 

Invisible Spend Details reports is dependent on mappings, matching and 

configuration as described above. Please note that in both Analysis and Intelligence, 

these two reports query for data in only four of the Spend Categories. 

• Airfare 

• Car Rental 

• Lodging – Track Room Rate Spending 

• Train (formerly Rail) 

 For more information about spend categories, refer to the Expense: Expense 

Types Setup Guide. 

The report shows the categories above separated into the following groups: 

• TripLink Direct: Expensed trips booked via a TripLink Travel Supplier 

• TripLink Agency: Expensed trips booked via an Agency that uses Concur 

TripLink APIs 

• TripLink Emailed: Expensed trips that were sent via email to TripIt 

(plans@tripit.com) or TripLink (plans@concur.com)  

• Concur Travel/TMC: Expensed trips booked via Concur Travel or by a TMC 

(online or offline) 

• Invisible Spend: Expensed trips that were not visible through any of the 

above channels prior to being expensed by the traveler 

 

mailto:plans@tripit.com
mailto:plans@concur.com
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